
SAMPLE 10-DAY PLAN FOR WRITING WORKSHOP 
Narrative Writing, 11th Grade 

ASSIGNMENT: Write an original scene from another person or object; focus on: point of view, pacing, 

figurative language, setting, description, and dialogue; use precise wording and details 

DAY 1:  Teacher model/example: Writing a scene from your day/week/month; Mentor text/mini-lesson: 

Writing dialogue; Student practice: student writing prompt: write a scene-; share examples/discuss how 

writing one scene is different than writing the whole narrative 

 

DAY 2:  Mentor text/mini-lesson: point of view: Who is the narrator?  How do we know?  How does 

his/her perspective shape our understanding? Shape the way the story is told? Student practice: rewrite 

the scene from yesterday from a different point-of-view; share/discuss how the change in perspective 

changes the text  

 

DAY 3: Mentor Text: literature discussion/instruction about an important scene in the text (e.g. Beowulf)  

& Idea Generating (teacher conferring): rewrite a scene in the text from a different perspective in the 

text (tell about a fight scene from the p.o.v. of the weapon); share lines from scene re-write/discuss 

how the change in perspective changes the text 

 

DAY 4: Mentor text/Mini-lesson: creating and maintaining the scene’s setting: Student drafting (teacher 

conferring): Develop a scene (from the idea-generating stages or a new scene) from a different point-of-

view; pay close attention to developing your point-of-view and your setting  

  (Students should have a complete first draft by the next Writing Workshop day)                                                     

 

DAY 5: Mini-lesson: parallelism & sentence variety: Defining parallelism; identifying examples in the 

text; reviewing ways to vary sentence structures; what effects do different structures have on meaning? 

Student practice: Changing sentences to add variety & changing sentence structure to create an effect; 

Student self-evaluation: check for sentence variety in your draft  

 

DAY 6: Mentor text/mini lesson: sentence structure & pacing: How does a writer speed the action up? 

Slow it down?  How can sentence structure affect pacing? ; Focused revision of draft (teacher 

conferring): Add/change words and appropriate descriptive details, figurative language, etc . . . to create 

and maintain a tone appropriate to the topic/purpose of the narrative  

(Students should complete draft 2 by the next Writing Workshop day)                                                      

 

DAY 7: Independent student activity: Students choose a tone word and write freely to establish that 

tone (teacher could provide a setting e.g. a hospital operating room to anchor the writing)  

Share/Discuss: What words did you use to establish the tone (chart or underline important words)? OR 

read aloud and have classmates guess the tone and discuss how they guessed;  Mentor text/mini-

lesson: tone and word choice: What is the tone? Is there more than one?  What words does the writer 

use to demonstrate attitude?  How can we create/convey it? (word choice/diction)  



DAY 8: Mentor text/Mini-lesson: Add descriptive details through figurative language & precise wording 

Teacher model: crafting and inserting effective description and figurative language examples; Student 

revision with teacher conferring: finding places in the draft where transitions are needed or where they 

could be better to help organize/sequence the plots  

 

DAY 9: Teacher revision model: How to revise for word choice (tone/description) (How do we go about 

it?) Focused revision (teacher conferring): establishing and maintain tone through word choice & 

adding descriptive details and precise wording: (revision on the word-level)   

(Students should complete draft 3 by the next Writing Workshop day) 

 

DAY 10: Teacher model of successful peer review (Successful vs. ineffective peer review examples) 

Focused peer and self-review: Students will work in pairs with a guided revision assignment.  (Students 

could read their essay to their partners so they can hear it aloud; students should communicate, verbally 

and in writing, their revisions)   From these revisions and discussions, students should prepare to revise 

draft 3 and turn in a final draft shortly thereafter.   

 

 

 

 


